Verified solutions for Chrome Enterprise

Chrome Enterprise Recommended

With 67%¹ of workers relying more on their browser, using an average of 22 cloud-based apps, today’s workforce is spending more time getting work done in the cloud. Because of this, it’s never been more important to have the right access to technology, information and applications, while still ensuring that you’re protected online.

A best of breed ecosystem of solution partners, verified by Google

Chrome Enterprise Recommended is the assurance you need when introducing new technology to the enterprise. It offers verified solutions across the stack positioned to improve your endpoint computing experience – not slow it down. Solutions have been designed to:

- Speed up deployment times
- Get the most value from Chrome Enterprise
- Reduce potential risks of downtime
- Drive your cloud strategy

¹ Forrester, Rethink Technology In The Age Of The Cloud Worker, 2018
Enjoy benefits that **span the lifecycle** of your solution

- **Reduce the potential risk of compatibility issues or breaks**
  Partners have gone through extensive testing and validation, so you know that you can trust these technologies will perform as expected.

- **Shorten testing cycles for applications in their environment**
  You don’t have to do the heavy lifting on testing, so you can focus on testing specific to your environment, reducing overall needed effort.

- **Easily identify optimized products**
  The Chrome Enterprise Recommended badge tells you that a partner has worked with Google to ensure their app runs great on Chrome OS and Chrome Browser.

- **Simplify change management and improve productivity**
  By choosing to adopt a Chrome Enterprise Recommended verified solution, your IT teams can show value and build a case for increased adoption.

**Interested in becoming Chrome Enterprise Recommended?**
Get in touch with your Chrome Partner Manager